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The Iowa Review
In its 10th year of innovative publishing brings you

In Volume 10, Number 2:

Memoirs of their fathers by Frederick Manfred and Paul West; stories by Susan Engberg, Jonathan Baumbach, and Barry Targan that also make much of fathers, and of mothers, too; and poems by Kathy Callaway, Lyn Coffin and Jorie Graham; Albert Goldbarth, James Galvin and John Engels; Sydney Lea, Aly Goodwin and Philip Pierson; Boyer Rickel, James Reiss and Deborah Tall; John Witte and Richard Wilbur.

And in Volume 10, Number 3:

Fiction by Robert Coover, Raymond Carver, Dr. Sydney Harth and Sara Vogan; essays on Coover and Carver by Brenda Wineapple, David Boxer and Cassandra Phillips; poetry by Jon Silkin, Mark Halperin, Wesli Court and Laurie Sheck; Carolyn Marsden, Philip Dacey, Maura Stanton and Dennis Schmitz; Mekeel McBride, Margot Kriel, Kathy Callaway and Pattann Rogers.

Four issues / Seven Dollars  $7

The Iowa Review
308 EPB, The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

____ Check enclosed.  ____ Bill me.

Name: _______________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________
City: __________________ State: _______ ZIP: ___________

Shall we begin with 10/2 or 10/3? Please circle one.
RATES:

Institutional: $8 yearly ($9.50 outside the continental United States).
Individual: $7 yearly ($8.50 outside the continental United States).
Iowa Students: $5 yearly.

Single Copies: $2 each, postage paid.

Note: The above rates are effective with Volume 10, #1.

The Iowa Review is published quarterly: Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall.
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RAYMOND CHANDLER: A DESCRIPTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY
Matthew J. Bruccoli $17.50s
Pittsburgh Series in Bibliography
Raymond Chandler has been called the “Shakespeare of hard-boiled mystery fiction.” His major novels are classics of that genre as well as novels that have permanently influenced the voice of American prose. This first full descriptive bibliography of Chandler (the first for any American mystery writer) establishes the canon and provides facsimilies of title pages, copyright pages, and dust jackets for all of the separate publications.

DASHIELL HAMMETT: A DESCRIPTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY
Richard Layman $17.50s
Pittsburgh Series in Bibliography
The writing career of Dashiell Hammett has been one of the mysteries of modern fiction. After writing five enormously successful novels in quick succession between 1929 and 1934, Hammett simply stopped writing. But his influence has been prodigious. Richard Layman's descriptive bibliography of Dashiell Hammett provides the first complete outline of Hammett's literary career.

IMPROBABLE FICTION: THE LIFE OF MARY ROBERTS RINEHART
Jan Cohn $16.95
A sensitive biography of Mary Roberts Rinehart (1876-1958), who was respected and loved by her American reading public when few women achieved national influence. As Rinehart gained commercial success from writing mysteries, serious fiction, plays, magazine articles, and editorials, she was constantly faced with the conflicting roles of mother and wife and professional writer. This is a fascinating story of a woman ahead of her time.
The cover illustration is from an etching by David F. Wood